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DeSpain uses latest technology to study English
In the public’s imagination, English
professors are often seen as individuals who, when not teaching, are obsessively reading and writing. Modern technologies, however, are challenging that
notion. One clear example of this is
Jessica DeSpain, an assistant professor in
the department of English language and
literature at Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville.
Born in the rural community of
Thomson, Ill., DeSpain received her
bachelor ’s degree in liberal arts from
Mount St. Clare College in Clinton, Iowa,
and her doctorate in English from the
University of Iowa. She credits her interest in pursuing a career as an English
professor to the American poet Emily
Dickinson.
“I started reading Emily Dickinson
when I was in high school and pretty
much anything that I needed to argue
with my mom about I could find something in Emily Dickinson that would
support my argument,” said DeSpain.
“So that is kind of how my love for Emily
Dickinson started.”
While in college she used Dickinson’s
writings to begin to think about reading in new and exciting ways. Today,
DeSpain is fully immersed in a new
way of thinking about writing – the
emerging field of digital humanities, a
controversial but exciting new field of
knowledge.
“It is to use digital methods and applications to ask large-scale questions about
the humanities that maybe you couldn’t
ask without that method or that system
or that approach,” she explained. “I was
originally interested in rare books and
learned as a student at Iowa that making
books themselves was important for how
I understood their historical operations.
That really makes sense to me when I
think about digital humanities, too. In
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order to interact with text you have to
practice making text, whether they are
digital or physical and I like to bring
that into the classroom.” Needless to say,
her teaching of English using the latest
computer technologies surprises many of
her students.
“I have learned throughout time that
English majors are not the most technology savvy students on campus,” she said.
“I teach a version of our senior assignment in the English department where
students are required to create a digital
project. And they work in groups and
they conceptualize some issue and basically it is some exhibit of book history,
some little aspect of book history.” It is
during these exercises, DeSpain said, that
she realizes just how little experience
her students have had with computers.
She explains to them that the application
of these technologies is becoming more
and more widespread and many scholars
have embraced them with a great deal of
enthusiasm. “I learned how to describe
the value of it for students and why this
kind of technological skill matters, not
just for reading but for critical thinking
for their lives after they leave campus.
“One of the newest interventions is
actually to involve students more directly, she said. “Because the digital humanities has been largely centered at top
research institutions they have been asking a lot of really important questions
but not imagining how this new work
can enter into the classroom in really
powerful ways. And so that is actually what I think SIUE has an opportunity to do with the IRIS (Interdisciplinary
Research and Informatics Scholarship)

Center that might not happen at some of
those large scale research centers, new
ways of thinking about pedagogy and
the digital humanities.” The IRIS Center
is an interdisciplinary facility at SIUE
that helps support individual and collaborative scholarship by both faculty
and students that uses digital content as
a primary method of research.
The use of these new technologies is
surprisingly not very expensive. “It is not
out of the realm of a normal PC or Mac,”
said DeSpain. The concern, she added,
is to have the appropriate technological
support at the staff level that can answer
computer questions by researchers in the
humanities.
“That person can also help students
ask and answer those questions and
bring students and faculty together in
really meaningful ways because they
have both the technological and hopefully the humanist background,” she said.
And the job market for students with
these skills is quite vast. “If you think
about the horrifying job market for your
average English master ’s students or
English Ph.D. students, this has become
a viable second option where people
who decide that they want to pursue this
are working for libraries and they are
working for digital humanities centers,”
DeSpain said.
“Also, I think that the skills that they
obtain from this would be valuable to
them in a lot of different environments,
corporate environments for instance,
knowing how to name files and knowing
how to scan and archive files.”
Aldemaro Romero is the Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at Southern
Illinois University Edwardsville. His show,
“Segue,” can be heard every Sunday morning at 9 a.m. on WSIE, 88.7 FM. He can be
reached at College_Arts_Sciences@siue.edu.
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Dr. Jessica DeSpain (right) and one of her students at the digital humanities lab at SIUE.

Ex-fire chief takes Lewis and Clark job
Bock will serve as Associate
Director of Safety Programs
For the Intelligencer
Alton Fire Chief Greg Bock is retiring from
the fire department after almost 24 years of service and joining Lewis and Clark Community
College’s Corporate and Community Learning
division as Associate Director of Safety Programs
this April.
“We are very pleased to have Mr. Bock coming
aboard to manage our safety training business
in general and our Contractor Safety Orientation
offerings in particular,” said CCL Director Kathy
Willis. “His background is exceptional and Greg
is well qualified to meet a range of needs with our
customers, staff and across our district.”
With retirement from the fire department growing near, Bock said the move was a natural next
step for him.
“In the last five or six years, I’ve really gotten into the safety and emergency management
aspects of my job. I’m at a crossroads now where
my career is really winding down as a fire fighter,
and certainly fire chief. For years I’ve been working toward something different – a life after the
fire department – this just seemed like a natural
fit,” he said.
Bock started taking classes in Fire Science
at Lewis and Clark in 1984 in hopes of getting
a job at the Alton Fire Department, which he

did in 1988.
He eventually continued taking classes and
earned his associate degree in Fire Science, followed by a bachelor’s degree from Greenville
College within the last five years. Out of five
children between him and his wife, four have
attended Lewis and Clark – one stepson, Nick
Hausman, even teaches web design as an adjunct
faculty member.
Bock himself has taught classes as an adjunct
Fire Science instructor, and has taught leadership classes at Conoco in the past through CCL
– including one in the past year.
“I’ve always had that one foot in the door,” he
said. “Lewis and Clark has beautiful facilities,
great instructors, and some really cool and interesting classes.”
Bock says he will miss the life – after all, he’s
provided fire protection around the world during the course of his decades-long career, which
started in the United States Navy, where he was
a firefighter from 1980-1984 on a submarine tender in Scotland. In 1985, he joined the Air Force
Reserves at Scott Air Force Base, where he served
as a fireman for 18 years. In 2001, he retired from
the military.
“I’ll miss the people and the atmosphere around
the fire station, and most of all, I’ll miss dealing
with the public. I really enjoyed the emergency
management part of the job, and working for the
city,” he said. “This job at L&C will enable me to
stay in contact with a lot of the people I’ve been in
contact with for years – Conoco, Valero and more
– and my familiarity with those organizations

will make this transition much easier. I’m excited
about being a part of the Lewis and Clark team.”
Bock’s last day with the Alton Fire Department
will be April 13, and he will start with Lewis
and Clark on April 16. Current Safety Program
Coordinator Don Hill will stay on with CCL until
his retirement on April 30.
As Associate Director of Safety Programs, Bock
will be responsible for the creation and operation
of a best-in-class contractor safety orientation
facility for businesses and associations within the
St. Louis area, with an emphasis on those located
within the Lewis and Clark Community College
district.
The position, which is similar to Hill’s but with
added responsibilities, requires business development activities, and is responsible for managing the needs assessment and delivery of general
safety training on a wide variety of OSHA related
topics.
“For me the key is that safety should never
be ‘just another training topic,’” Willis said. “It
can literally mean the difference between life
and death; between staying out of harm's way
or being badly hurt. As a fire fighter, an incident
commander and former fire chief, Greg gets
that in a way that transcends step-by-step safety
instructions or quiz questions. It is that first-hand
knowledge and passionate safety advocacy that
illuminates his conversations, his classes and his
managerial approach. We are happy he is coming
to Lewis and Clark and we see it as one more
way his dedicated career of service continues to
benefit so many people.”

Just passing
through
A flock of wild turkeys wander through a yard in the
Esic subdivision recently,
enjoying the unseasonably
warm weather. Photo for
the Intelligencer.

Arts&Music
Friday, March 30
s 0ETER &RAMPTON &RAMPTON #OMES !LIVE
35, Peabody Opera House, St. Louis, Doors 7:00
p.m.
s 9ONDER -OUNTAIN 3TRING "AND 4HE 0AGEANT
St. Louis, Doors 6:30 p.m.
s $OC (OLIDAY ,AURIEgS 0LACE "ACK "AR
Edwardsville, 9:30 p.m.
s 3COTT AND +ARL  PM 5LTRAVIOLETS 
p.m., Fast Eddie's Bon Air, Alton
s .ICHOLAS 0AYTON 4RIO *AZZ AT THE "ISTRO 3T
Louis, 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
s $ONNA 7EINSTING AND ,ARA "UCK "AWDY
Blonde - and Funny, Kranzberg Arts Center
Studio, St. Louis, 8:00 p.m.

s -ARCEL 3TRONG 3TAGGER )NN %DWARDSVILLE
10:00 p.m.
s 3TREET &IGHTING "AND ! 4RIBUTE TO THE 2OLLING
Stones, Old Rock House, St. Louis, Doors 8:00
p.m.
s #HRISSY 2ENICK 4HE -IKE 2ENICK "AND %LLEN
the Fellon, Blueberry Hill, St. Louis, Doors 8:00
p.m.
s IT W !RTHUR  4HE ,IBRARIAN 3YNA 3O 0RO
Plush St. Louis, St. Louis, Doors 8:30 p.m.
s -ILAGRES )/ -EDIA "EAR (IVE 4HE
Gramophone, St. Louis, Doors 9:00 p.m.

Saturday, March 31
s 9ONDER -OUNTAIN 3TRING "AND WITH "ROWN

Bird, The Pageant, St. Louis, Doors 6:30 p.m.
s *AM 3ESSION W -Og 0LEASURE &RONT "AR 
p.m. / Hurricane Ruth - CD Launch Party (Back
Bar), 9:30 p.m., Laurie's Place, Edwardsville
s (OOSIER $ADDYgS  PM 5LTRAVIOLETS
8:00 p.m., Fast Eddie's Bon Air, Alton
s $ONNA 7EINSTING AND ,ARA "UCK "AWDY
Blonde - And Funny, Kranzberg Arts Center
Studio, St. Louis, 8:00 p.m.
s "ACH -ASS IN " -INOR 0OWELL 3YMPHONY
Hall, St. Louis, 8:00 p.m.
s 3TREET &IGHTING "AND ! 4RIBUTE TO THE 2OLLING
Stones, Old Rock House, St. Louis, Doors 8:00
p.m.
s 4HE .EVERHAWKS W0IRATE 3IGNAL ,ET )T 2AIN
Plush St. Louis, St. Louis, Doors 8:30 p.m.
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That may have been prompted by the fact that for last week’s
Madison County primary just 16 percent of registered voters turned
out to vote.
“But they want to make sure that you only vote one time, so they
have to keep track of how everybody votes,” he said. “It’s important,
because if one person votes five times and you only voted one time,
they would have five times more influence than you would. Is that
fair?”
Five minutes of campaigning followed, and the excitement became
palpable. Students gave somewhat impassioned pleas for vanilla,
chocolate and strawberry. Ballots and pens were passed out to each
table, and students were told to fill in the oval by their favorite flavor.
A real ballot box was set up outside the County Clerk’s office. As
the students filed out, Marvin “Preach” Webb, a pink corsage on each
collar, held open the door. “Straight down, kids, straight down,” he
said, pointing down the hallway. Once they reached the ballot box, the
students slipped paper ballots into the box one-by-one.
“This is what you would actually see on Election Day,” Von Nida
said, motioning to four voting booths nearby. To make it fair, each
person’s vote is private; nobody can see how you vote. “A secret ballot is important so that we know it’s you who is voting, not somebody
voting for you,” he said.
Von Nida pointed to a different ballot box that permits the blind,
wheel-chair bound, and others with disabilities to cast their vote.
As her students waited in line, teacher Carol Kohlfeld said her class
has been studying concepts such as “one-person, one-vote” in their
social studies books. “This is wonderful,” she said. “They get to see
that government means something to them.”
It took about 20 minutes for everyone to vote. Isaiah Denning said
he cast his vote for vanilla because it, "tastes good with everything.”
During the wait, a few students rolled their ballots up, something that
caused a brief delay when they tried to feed them into the ballot box.
One ballot was slightly ripped. In each case, Von Nida set the ballot
aside, filled in the correct choice on a spare ballot, and fed that one
through.
“There’s not much a second grader can do that an adult hasn’t done
on Election Day,” Von Nida said. “People have come in after work with
grease on their hands . . . “
The students gathered in the cafeteria again. Von Nida read them the
results: Strawberry 25; Vanilla 44; Chocolate 45.
The students filed out the door and across the plaza to the Madison
County Courthouse, where they participated in a mock trial before
Circuit Judge Barbara Crowder.

DOCKET
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Several plaintiff’s attorneys argued that the system for handling asbestos
cases is not broken and that restricting the docket will deny ailing plaintiffs
their day in court.
Harrison took over the asbestos docket in December from Circuit Judge
Barbara Crowder. Crowder signed the original order but was replaced
by Chief Judge Ann Callis following a fundraising controversy. She was
assigned to chancery, eminent domain and miscellaneous remedy.
Travis Aiken, with the pro-business group Illinois Lawsuit Abuse Watch,
criticized Crowder for actions that he alleged “look like a clear quid pro
quo.” Worse, he claimed, the 2013 slots were reserved for cases that have
not been filed yet. Aiken also alleged that the arrangement encourages
attorneys to file suits in Madison County that involve outside -the-area
plaintiffs.
Harrison has said he will make a ruling soon.

VILLAGE
Continued from Page 1
Herman is a native of Wyoming who, after graduating from college,
worked in South Dakota as a banker for four years.
Inspired by his own dentist, he decided to make a career change and
graduated from the SIUE Dental School in 2008.
Herman has made two dental mission trips – one to Jamaica and one to
Nicaragua.
He also volunteers one day each year with other area dentists to conduct
a free-dental day.

